iTechStyle Green Circle
WE ARE PLANET FRIENDLY

iTechStyle Green Circle® - Sustainability Showcase is an initiative created
to inspire professionals and stakeholders of the Textile and Fashion
Chains to the adoption of sustainable practices in materials choice and its
transformation.
iTechStyle Green Circle® initiative is permanently monitoring Portuguese
development and production of sustainable textile materials and convokes
distinguished Portuguese designers to create outﬁts based on these
materials under the principles of eco-design, demonstrating how
sustainable solution can be trendy.
As result of the initiative, iTechStyle Green Circle® created, for the
moment, 3 different showcases, focused in 3 different main market
segments:
• Fashion
• Sports
• Home Textiles
On top of this, iTechStyle Green Circle® aims to show internationally the
excellence of Portuguese Textile and Clothing industries track record the
circular economy, namely in the domains of high performance textile
products based on recycled and recyclable ﬁbres, organic, natural and
renewable ﬁbres, ﬁnishing processes avoiding the use of chemicals, textile
materials obtained from other industries wastes, upcycling, redesign and
reuse, among others.
iTechStyle Green Circle® is an initiative of CITEVE (the Portuguese
Technological Centre for Textiles and Clothing Industries) to ASM Associação Selectiva Moda, creatively cured by Paulo Gomes.

A. Sampaio & Filhos - Têxteis S.A.
66382

composition
37% WO Org. / 63% CO Orga.
weight (g/m2)
195
brief description
The mixture of 2 natural ﬁbers in their noblest and most
sustainable versions, not being dyed in pieces
company certiﬁcations
STeP by OEKO-TEX®; GOTS; GRS; OEKO-TEX® Standard 100
application ﬁeld
Fashion
designer
Hugo Costa

contacts
www.asampaio.pt
Miguel Mendes
miguel.mendes@asampaio.pt

A. Sampaio & Filhos - Têxteis S.A.
67684 - 67685

composition
80% CO Org/ 20% Vegetal ﬁbre (Pineapple)
80% CO Org/ 20% Vegetal ﬁbre (Banana)
weight (g/m2)
120 g/m2
115 g/m2
brief description
Pineapple ﬁbre is a natural ﬁbre obtained from leaves. After
harvesting the fruit, the leaves that had rotted on the ground are
now harvested, sun-dried, cut, then carded and combed into a
suitable spinning ribbon. This industry supports farmers and
communities with the additional work it brings. Pineapple ﬁbre is
3-4x stronger than cotton and retains dyes better. It is 100%
biodegradable and decomposes in soil in 6-9 months.
Banana Fibre is a high strength natural ﬁbre blended in this case
with organic cotton. It is a lignocellulose ﬁbre, obtained from the
pseudo-trunk of the banana tree (Musa sepientum), with good
mechanical properties. These ﬁbres are recyclable and
biodegradable.
company certiﬁcations
STeP by OEKO-TEX®; GOTS; GRS; OEKO-TEX® Standard 100
application ﬁeld
Fashion / Athleisure
designer
Roselyn Silva

contacts
www.asampaio.pt
Miguel Mendes
miguel.mendes@asampaio.pt

Allcost – Têxteis para Hotelaria, Lda.
Tencel Lyocel

composition
100% Lyocel
brief description
Due to the main world issues, such as the historic record in the
price of Cotton, water scarcity, environmental pollution, textile
waste destined for landﬁlls, TENCEL™ Lyocell has become an
excellent choice for a sustainable raw material. In addition to Bed
and Bathwear, Allcost introduces a Loungewear & Sleepwear
collection, featuring pajamas and robes in TENCEL™ Lyocell, with
packaging made from cutting waste.
sustainability evidences
Of botanical origin, to develop TENCEL™ Lyocell three main steps
are necessary. After obtaining the wood from responsibly
managed Eucalyptus trees, it is processed into raw wood chips,
transformed into cellulose and ﬁnally into cellulosic ﬁbers,
produced in a closed loop with high resource efﬁciency and low
ecological impact.
designer
Manifesto Moda

contacts
www.allcost.pt/pt/
Mauryn Schirmer
mauryn@allcost.pt

António Manuel de Sousa Lda
Protective Caps

composition
Different Fibres
brief description
UPCYCLING: During COVID 19 pandemic, António Manuel de
Sousa company decided to produce protective caps using the
fabrics waste stocks.
sustainability evidences
Re-using the protective caps and giving them a new life.
application ﬁeld
Fashion
designer
Dino Alves

contacts
www.vandomaties.com
Ana Sousa
anasousa@antoniomanueldesousa.pt

Armaco
ARM 060/2020

composition
100% supreme Green Cotton
weight (g/m2)
165 g/m2
brief description
Supreme Green Cotton is an European cotton cultivated with the
best available techquines when it comes to responsible practices,
such as drip by drip irrigation in its family owned farms in Greece.
The traceability and transparency are also guaranteed in its
process. Quality assured by a control system for both GMO free
long ﬁbre cotton and the entire chain, provides total transparency
for the consumer.
company certiﬁcations
Standard 100 by OEKO-TEX®; GOTS
application ﬁeld
Fashion
designer
Alexandra Moura

contacts
www.armaco.pt
Raquel Azevedo
raquelazevedo@armaco.pt

BECRI

FIBERLOOP SET

composition
50%CO ORGANIC 50%CO RECYCLED
brief description
Poetic and irreverent! This set is versatile, adaptive and
sustainable development, with naturality notes through the
shadows! In total commitment with sustainability, Becri Group,
presents this set, based on our patented process Fiberloop , in
50%CO Organic 50%CO Recycled. Excessive virgin raw material is
saved and new life is offered from cutting scraps by using
recycled yarn. In this process, all cutting scraps are collected and
sent to the spinning mill to originate a new yarn, offering a 0
wastage process, a full circularity of the product. The color is
given by garment dye, sustainable/natural with mineral origins.
company certiﬁcations
GOTS, OCS, GRS, RCS, BCI, OEKOTEX, Fairtrade, SEDEX, BSCI,
HIGG, SLCP, ISO9001
sustainability evidences
FiberLoop/ 0 Waste/ Organic/ Recycled/ Sustainable Garment
Dye/ Under OCS/RCS Certiﬁctions
application ﬁeld
Fashion
designer
Company own designer

contacts
www.becrigroup.com
Sandra Torres
sandra@becri.pt

Bloomati by Carvema Têxtil
019.0076

composition
70 % Organic Cotton; 30% Recycled Polyester
weight (g/m2)
178 gr m2
brief description
Knitted fabric, produced with more responsible ﬁbres, combined
with a smart thermoregulation ﬁnishing. It is a blend of organic
cotton, that does not use pesticides on the cotton farming, with
recycled polyester that contributes to the resources saving by the
reintroduction of a used material instead of a virgin material. In
the presence of high temperatures that cause sweating, it
releases moisture particles from the mesh and transfers
excessive heat to the outside. In case of body cooling, it allows
the heat generated by the body to be preserved.
company certiﬁcations
OEKO-TEX® STANDARD 100; REACH Compliance
application ﬁeld
Fashion; Athleisure
designer
Inês Torcato

contacts
www.bloomati.com
Alice Sampaio
marketing@bloomati.com

Bloomati by Carvema Têxtil
020.0077

composition
70% Viscose Ecovero®; 30% Linen
weight (g/m2)
119 gr m2
brief description
Knitted fabric produced with more responsible type of viscose
blended with linen. Viscose Ecovero® is produced using
renewable raw materials while using more responsible techniques
on the processing when compared to its conventional version.
The fabric ﬁnishing is insect repellent, non-insecticide,
biocompatible, safe and non-toxic, approved by the World Health
Organization.
company certiﬁcations
OEKO-TEX® STANDARD 100; REACH Compliance
application ﬁeld
Fashion; Athleisure
designer
Filipe Faísca

contacts
www.bloomati.com
Alice Sampaio
marketing@bloomati.com

Brandbias
003

composition
Interlock 68%PA Rec 32% EA Rec / 62%CLY 30%CO 8%EA
brief description
Set of 3 Genderless pieces entirely made with sustainable ﬁbres
promoting sport and well-being, as well as the comfort that is the
focus nowadays.
company certiﬁcations
STeP by OEKO-TEX® ; GOTS
sustainability evidences
Entirely made with sustainable materials and produced in
Portugal in a company with STeP and GOTS certiﬁcation focused
on sustainable production.
application ﬁeld
Fashion; Athleisure
designer
by Brandbias Product development team

contacts
www.brandbias.com
Gonçalo Serra
goncalo.serra@brandbias.com

Brito e Miranda, S.A
9914

composition
80% Recycled PES 20% Hemp
weight (g/m2)
360 g/m2
brief description
The fabric incorporates the concept of circular economy given
the use of a recycled polyester when creating a blend with one of
the most sustainable option when it comes to natural ﬁbres, hemp
that brings to the fabric the necessary properties for its end use.
company certiﬁcations
OEKO-TEX® Standard 100; BCI; OCS; GOTS; GRS
sustainability evidences
GRS (Global Recycled Standard)
application ﬁeld
Fashion
designer
Fernando Bastos Pereira

contacts
www.britoknitting.com
António Abreu
antonioabreu@britoknitting.com

ERT
-

composition
Interlock mesh 89 % PES (69 % recycled) / 11 % EA, with a
coating incorporating brown waste natural leather.
brief description
Thanks to the innovative features of the textile solution, we were
able to obtain a jacket and a fanny pack that have a high potential
in the area of ecodesign. The pieces were developed and designed
with the aim of enhancing the innovative richness of the material,
by the use of waste natural leather.
company certiﬁcations
STeP by OEKO-TEX® , ISO 14001, ISO 9001 and ISO _TS 16494
sustainability evidences
The coat and handbag were developed based on the material's
charisma, as the textile solution presented is valued with animal
leather wastes from the automotive area. In the case of the
handbag, was applied an embossing pattern, in order to enhance
the ﬁnal design of the product and at the same time demonstrate
the versatility of the coating.
application ﬁeld
Fashion
designer
Company own design

contacts
www.ertgrupo.com
David Macário
david.macario@ertgrupo.com

FSM

KISPO KSP0.0+KSP0.1

composition
75% Recycled PES; 25% PTFE
brief description
Why do we stay attached to certain objects while others are we
willing to discard before the end of life? This was our starting
point. Kispo, the brand used by an entire generation that brings
back our memories. What about if we could keep it forever? In
addition to owning the brand, we preserve the memory of those
who produced KISPO. A collective and intrinsic memory of FSM. A
piece to keep forever for its emotional value.
company certiﬁcations
STeP by OEKO-TEX® , ISO 14001, ISO 9001 and ISO _TS 16494
sustainability evidences
Design manifesto for physical and emotional durability “We're
consumers of meaning not matter”. We need a more holistic
approach to durability that considers physical and emotional
resilience. Emotional design goes beyond sustainable design, like
disassembly design, recycling, with low impact materials.
Products that are sustainable, durable, with a prolonged life
through the emotional connection with the user.
application ﬁeld
Fashion; Athleisure
designer
By FSM Product development team
HTTPS://YOUTU.BE/OY7JW454NY4

contacts
www.fsm.pt
Joana Sousa
joana.sousa@fsm.pt

Inovaﬁl - Fiação S.A.
F01000002830

linear mass
Ne 24/1 70/30 CO/Spinnova (paper ﬁber)
brief description
Spinnova has the particularity of being sustainable in the raw
material and in the process. FSC Certiﬁcation, textile, and
agricultural residues guarantee the sustainability of the raw
material. The non-use of any chemical agent and the low water
consumption (99% reduction) makes its production sustainable.
This is a giant step towards solving one of the biggest problems in
this industry, regarding the total elimination of chemical effluents.
company certiﬁcations
GOTS (Global Organic Textile Standard), OCS (Organic Content
Standard), GRS (Global Recycled Standard)
application ﬁeld
Fashion / Athleisure
designer
Ana Afonso

contacts
www.inovaﬁl.pt
Rui Martins
nidyarn@inovaﬁl.pt

Inovaﬁl - Fiação S.A.
F01000002830

linear mass
Ne 24/1 70/30 CO/Spinnova (paper ﬁber)
brief description
Spinnova has the particularity of being sustainable in the raw
material and in the process. FSC Certiﬁcation, textile, and
agricultural residues guarantee the sustainability of the raw
material. The non-use of any chemical agent and the low water
consumption (99% reduction) makes its production sustainable.
This is a giant step towards solving one of the biggest problems in
this industry, regarding the total elimination of chemical effluents.
company certiﬁcations
GOTS (Global Organic Textile Standard), OCS (Organic Content
Standard), GRS (Global Recycled Standard)
application ﬁeld
Fashion
designer
Alexandra Oliveira by Pé de Chumbo

contacts
www.inovaﬁl.pt
Rui Martins
nidyarn@inovaﬁl.pt

J. Malas
Love Handbag

composition
Leather from upcycling
brief description
Produced with leather waste and handcrafted in the style of
traditional patchwork quilts. This type of production aims, on one
hand, to reuse waste from the leather industries or personal use
and, on the other hand, emphasizes manual work as a way to
reduce energy consumption and enhance and encourage
artisanal work.
application ﬁeld
Fashion
designer
Susana Figueiredo

contacts
www.jmalas.com
Susana Figueiredo
jmalasﬁgueiredo@gmail.com

J. Malas
Joyful Ganga

composition
Denim wastes
brief description
Produced from the waste of denim garments and all handcrafted.
This type of production aims, on one hand, to reuse textile
industry waste, or personal use, and on the other hand,
emphasizes manual work as a way to reduce energy consumption
and enhance and encourage artisanal work.
application ﬁeld
Fashion
designer
Susana Figueiredo

contacts
www.jmalas.com
Susana Figueiredo
jmalasﬁgueiredo@gmail.com

JOAPS – Malhas
MAJR 20 66 38

composition
60%Organic Cotton / 40% Recycled Organic Cotton
weight (g/m2)
230
brief description
Emeryzed heavy jersey with a soft hand feel that brings the
comfort feeling to another level when using two types of cotton
that intend to be a best alternative to conventional cotton. Organic
cotton by the avoidance of chemicals on the farming and recycled
cotton, introducing the concept of circular economy and also
avoiding the usage of resources as water and chemicals.
company certiﬁcations
GOTS, OCS, GRS, OEKO-TEX® Standard 100, BCI, SGS
application ﬁeld
Fashion / Athleisure
designer
Terramotto

contacts
www.joaps.pt
Carla Araujo
marketing@joaps.pt

JOAPS – Malhas
MAJR 20 66 15

composition
80% Organic Cotton 20% Lyocell SEACELL
weight (g/m2)
210
brief description
Heavy Jersey with carbon ﬁnishing
company certiﬁcations
GOTS, OCS, GRS, OEKO-TEX® Standard 100, BCI, SGS
sustainability evidences
OCS certiﬁcation
application ﬁeld
Fashion / Athleisure
designer
Anabela Baldaque

contacts
www.joaps.pt
Carla Araujo
marketing@joaps.pt

Lameirinho Indústria Textil S.A.
Ecolam – Recycled Linen

composition
Recycled Linen
weight (g/m2)
Texto
brief description
In order to minimize the wastes and simultaneously reduce the
consumption of virgin raw material, LAMEIRINHO launched a
project called ECOLAM, which consists of converting the waste
generated in the “cutting” sector (in the clothing unit) into a new
raw material, which is reintegrated into the process, thus reducing
the consumption of virgin matter.
company certiﬁcations
OEKO-TEX® STANDARD 100; GOTS; ISO 14001; ISO 45001
(OHSAS 18001); NP4397;
sustainability evidences
The ECOLAM project, which embraces the concept of CIRCULAR
ECONOMY, consists of separating cotton or linen waste, its
deﬁbration and subsequent spinning, to obtain a yarn
incorporating 50% cotton or recycled linen. With the yarn obtained
in this way, it is possible to develop a wide range of products,
application ﬁeld
Home Textiles
designer
Manifesto Moda

contacts
lameirinho.pt
Tânia Lima
tania.lima@lameirinho.pt

LEMAR

AZALEIA SEAQUAL® PRINT LEM 621

composition
35% PES SEAQUAL®+65% Recycled PES
weight (g/m2)
90 /95 gr m2
brief description
Together for a clean ocean. This fabric uses SEAQUAL® Fibre
which is made from Plastic Bottles collected from the sea.
SEAQUAL INITIATIVE is a community with a single voice against
plastic pollution that brings together individuals, organizations
and companies, to help clean our oceans, raise awareness of the
issue of marine plastic and highlight the heroes who are working
to solve it. Seaqual ﬁbre is blended with recycled polyester from
other sources. To improve circularity was the main objective when
creating this fabric.
company certiﬁcations
OEKO-TEX® STANDARD 100
application ﬁeld
Fashion and Athleisure
designer
Manifesto Moda / Ana Afonso

contacts
www.lemar.pt
Manuela Araújo
manuela.araujo.pt

LEMAR

Jacket: LYS FLOWER SEAQUAL® | Trousers: SARDINE SEAQUAL®

composition
35% PES SEAQUAL®+65% Recycled PES
weight (g/m2)
Jacket: 120/125 gr m2
Trusers: 100 gr m2
brief description
Together for a clean ocean. This fabric uses SEAQUAL® Fibre
which is made from plastic pottles collected from the sea.
SEAQUAL INITIATIVE is a community with a single voice against
plastic pollution that brings together individuals, organizations
and companies, to help clean our oceans, raise awareness of the
issue of marine plastic and highlight the heroes who are working
to solve it. Seaqual ﬁbre is blended with recycled polyester from
other sources. To improve circularity was the main objective when
creating this fabric.
company certiﬁcations
OEKO-TEX® STANDARD 100
application ﬁeld
Athleisure
designer
Company own design
manufacturing
Confeções Berna

contacts
www.lemar.pt
Manuela Araújo
manuela.araujo.pt

LMA - Leandro Manuel Araújo, S.A.
3053

composition
58% Rec Pes;26% CV Ecovero®;16 % Pes Coolmax® Ecomade
weight (g/m2)
290 g/m2
brief description
3D Auxetic structure with impact absorption and comfort
features.
Fabric entirely composed of sustainable ﬁbres, combining
recycled polyester, increasing the circularity of materials,
Ecovero® viscose that uses more responsible processing
techniques than its conventional version and the Coolmax®
Ecomade technology that provides the same reliable cooling
performance you expect from the COOLMAX® brand, but it’s
made with 100% recycled resources to help the environment.
Eco-conscious consumers will also appreciate that this polyester
ﬁbre can be made with either 100% textile waste or recycled PET
bottles. Either option offers permanent moisture-wicking
performance.
company certiﬁcations
STeP by OEKO-TEX® (Sustainable Production); GRS; GOTS;
OEKO-TEX® Standard 100
sustainability evidences
GRS (Global Recycled Standard)
application ﬁeld
Fashion / Home Textiles
designer
Valentim Quaresma

contacts
www.lma.pt
Alexandra Araújo
alexandra.araujo@lma.pt

LMA - Leandro Manuel Araújo, S.A.
P0541/21

composition
100% Org Co
weight (g/m2)
360 gr/m2
brief description
A very comfortable sweatshirt fabric, with diagonal loop back
structure, knitted with 100% organic cotton. A classic choice for
garments made with this type of fabric, with the added advantage
of being fully organic and therefore fully in line with the growing
market concern to offer the consumer environmentally
consciously thought options.
company certiﬁcations
ISO 9001; OEKO TEX Standard 100; GOTS; OCS; GRS; BCI member
and a Higg Index
sustainability evidences
GOTS
application ﬁeld
Fashion; Athleisure
designer
Nuno Velez

contacts
www.lma.pt
Alexandra Araújo
alexandra.araujo@lma.pt

Lurdes Sampaio
LS72/S22

composition
61% Recycled CO Post- Consumer 39% CO
brief description
As part of our RFive project, we present a terry structure knitted
with recycled yarn from clothing was All the process is made in
Portugal. It is an entire 360 Circular Economy process with 0%
water consumption and 0% chemical product expenses.
company certiﬁcations
GOTS; GRS, OEKO-TEX® Standard 100
application ﬁeld
Fashion
designer
Victor Dias

contacts
www.lsmalhas.com
Conceição Sá
Conceicao@lsmalhas.com

Lurdes Sampaio
LS03/S22

composition
100% Linen
brief description
Linen is one of the most ecological natural ﬁbres, as it takes few
chemical products in its production as well as much lower water
consumption than cotton. There is almost no waste of material
during the spinning process and the waste, can be used in other
industries, such as paper and cosmetics. It has properties of
enormous durability and resistance, giving the garments a touch
of luxury, richness and shine.
company certiﬁcations
GOTS; GRS, OEKO-TEX® Standard 100
application ﬁeld
Fashion
designer
Inês Bessa e Mafalda Fidalgo

contacts
www.lsmalhas.com
Conceição Sá
Conceicao@lsmalhas.com

Malhas Sonix
SH01469

composition
Recycled Polyamide
brief description
Made in our 3D technology, this technique allow us to knit with
"Zero Waste". All the yarn that enters the machine it is converted
to ﬁnished products, reducing the yarn waste almost to zero.
It is made of 100% recycled polyamide and uses the natural yarn
color, thus making it an environmentally friendly garment.
This set is soft to touch and flexible, characteristics of the
polyamide yarn that allows thermoregulation, making it ideal for
sportswear. With pressure points that help in emotional
stabilization, namely stress and anxiety. Allied to this functionality,
we have the “Nutri Fresh” conditioner from the Sil2U® range,
which enhances well-being, skin hydration, is anti-aging and
antioxidant. It is mosquito repellent and has a mint fragrance that
brings freshness.
company certiﬁcations
GOTS, OCS, RCS, STeP by OEKO-TEX®, SLCP; Sedex
sustainability evidences
RCS
application ﬁeld
Athleisure
designer
Company own Design

contacts
www.sonix.pt
Cláudia Machado
claudia.machado@sonix.pt

Marjomotex
Denim Jeans

composition
Different Fibres
brief description
UPCYCLING: For less stock products. Re-using different pairs of
Jeans and giving them a new life.
company certiﬁcations
GOTS
sustainability evidences
Re-using the jeans stock and create a new and fashionable denim
garment.
application ﬁeld
Fashion
designer
Elda for Kapulana

contacts
www.marjomotex.pt
Elisa Vieira
planeamento@marjomotex.pt

Mïa - Mô
VSEL9-20111571

composition
95% co + 5% pes
brief description
This item, like most MÏA-MÔ pieces, is part of a collection made
with production surpluses and stand out by being a collection in
which the pieces "disassemble" so that they can be used on their
own and allow to make several different outﬁts . With the item in
question and a white shirt, it is possible to make 15 different
outﬁts. This project has already won two awards for innovation in
fashion.
sustainability evidences
Slow Design, surplus fabrics, production only after order, made
locally and manually – located in Paredes, Porto, Portugal –
product with the purpose of reducing excessive consumption in
fashion, as it buys less, but has more options of use.
application ﬁeld
Fashion
designer
Alexandra Ferreira

contacts
www.mia-mo.com
Alexandra Ferreira
alexandraferreira@mia-mo.com

NGS Malhas
54313

composition
45% Recycled PES; 37% Recycled CO; 9% PES; 9% PA
weight (g/m2)
280 gr m2
brief description
Knitted fabric, using responsible ﬁbres. It is a blend of organic
cotton, that does not use pesticides on the cotton farming, with
recycled polyester that contributes to the resources saving by the
reintroduction of a used material instead of a virgin material.
company certiﬁcations
OEKO-TEX® STANDARD 100; GOTS, GRS, SUPIMA, GOTEX, BCI
sustainability evidences
We only use natural, renewable, recycled, biodegradable and
low-impact textiles.
application ﬁeld
Fashion
designer
Fátima Lopes

contacts
www.ngs-malhas.com
Nuno Silva
nuno.cunha@ngsmalhas.pt

Polopique
8510

composition
100%CV ECOVERO
brief description
SkinRepair® is a game-changing technology in skin care, a new
fabric ﬁnishing based on a patented probiotic technology. It is a
new speciﬁc ﬁnishing for woven and knitted fabrics used on
clothing and home textiles. Once the technology is activated the
probiotic production of carotenoids is continuously absorbed by
the skin, favouring skin regeneration.
company certiﬁcations
Standard 100 by OEKO-TEX®; GOTS; OCS; RCS
sustainability evidences
Oeko-Tex® Standard 100
application ﬁeld
Fashion, Hometextiles
designer
Welica Cordeiro

contacts
www.polopique.pt
Dany Gomes
dany.gomes@polopique.pt

Polopique
6353

composition
100% Organic Cotton
brief description
Classic double-face Jacquard fabric with unusual colour
combination, in 100% CO Organic and water repellent ﬁnishing.
This is a biobased ﬁnishing that uses natural waste from the food
processing.
company certiﬁcations
Standard 100 by OEKO-TEX®; GOTS; OCS; RCS
sustainability evidences
GOTS
application ﬁeld
Fashion
designer
Carlos Gil

contacts
www.polopique.pt
Dany Gomes
dany.gomes@polopique.pt

RDD Textiles, Lda.
ARIB235C | eco.black by RDD

composition
100% CO Org
brief description
The eco.black by RDD coating is produced by processing wood
waste, which results in a black pigment. Produced in closed loop, "zero greenhouse gases" contributing for the zero carbon
economy. Coatingeco.black by RDD is safe for human health,
unlike other petroleum-based black pigments.
company certiﬁcations
ISO 14001; OEKO-TEX® Standard 100; GOTS
sustainability evidences
GOTS
application ﬁeld
Fashion
designer
Wrong Weather

contacts
www.rddtextiles.pt
Dolores Gouveia
dolores.gouveia@rddtextiles.pt

Riopele
465

composition
100% Liocel
brief description
100% lyocell fabric using 2 technologies, SeaCell™LT and Reﬁbra
™, both with innovative and eco-friendly closed-loop production
methods, recycling water and reusing solvent at a recovery rate
>99%. While Seacell™ provides differentiating properties through
the integration of seaweed into the ﬁbre, Reﬁbra™ technology
recovers cotton waste from pre- and post-consumer sources to
convert into new Liocel ﬁbres.
company certiﬁcations
STeP by OEKO-TEX® ISO 14001, ISO 45001; Standard 100 by
OEKO-TEX®; NP4397
sustainability evidences
Oeko-Tex Standart 100 - Class II. Smart ﬁberAG - SeaCell™
Certiﬁcate
application ﬁeld
Fashion
designer
Nuno Baltazar

contacts
www.riopele.pt
Ângela Teles
Angela.teles@riopele.pt

Samoﬁl
Italien Fleece

composition
100% Organic Cotton
weight (g/m2)
240
brief description
Light weight italian fleece with a soft ﬁnishing. Using high quality
organic cotton this article is the ideal solution for an outer layer
garment, representing a responsible alternative to conventional
cotton outstanding all of its natural properties.
application ﬁeld
Fashion
designer
Katty Xiomara

contacts
www.samoﬁl.pt
Carlos Gonçalves
Carlos.goncalves@samoﬁl.pt

SOMELOS
MONROEREC 100

composition
100% TENCEL REFIBRA (Recycled)
brief description
It is one of the ﬁrst ﬁbers of its kind produced on a commercial
scale using a high volume of recycled material as a source of
cellulose. Created using a process similar to lyocell, a more
sustainable ﬁber with lower environmental impact, Reﬁbra shows
the potential of creating high quality ﬁbers using materials that,
would be otherwise wasted. Reﬁbra offers the textile industry a
solution to introduce circular economy in its processes.
company certiﬁcations
STeP by OEKO-TEX®; OEKO-TEX® Standard 100
application ﬁeld
Fashion
designer
Diogo Miranda

contacts
www.somelos.pt
Gabriela Melo
Gabriela.melo@somelos.pt

Tearﬁl

TFIL 6362 MT – NE 14/1

composition
50% LENZING™ Viscose EV / 25% Hemp / 25% Nettle
weight (g/m2)
289 gr m2
brief description
Wild and organic fabric, made with botanical ﬁbres from the
Himalayan regions and wood from sustainable forests. Ethically
sourced, the use of these natural ﬁbres has no impact on the
environment as they are both a sustainable renewable resource
and totally biodegradable. The processes used to transform these
vegetable raw ﬁbres into a fabric requires no chemical treatment
which keeps them truly organic.
company certiﬁcations
Global Recycled Standard (GRS); Organic Content Standard (OCS);
Fairtrade Cotton FLO ID 4080; Better Cotton Initiative (BCI);
Oeko-Tex® Standard 100; Iso 9001:2015; Global Organic Textile
Standard (GOTS)
sustainability evidences
100% Biodegradable ; Botanical Origin
application ﬁeld
Home Textiles
designer
Manifesto Moda

contacts
www.tearﬁl.pt
Cristina Castro
cristina.castro@tearﬁl.pt

Têxteis Penedo, S.A.
OSCATO

composition
100% Recycled CO /540g/m2
brief description
Jacquard fabric in honeycomb structure with a delicate touch.
company certiﬁcations
ISO 9001, ISO 4457, sTep, Gots, Oeko-tex, BCI
sustainability evidences
100 Organic Cotton GOTS
application ﬁeld
Home Textiles
designer
Manifesto Moda

contacts
www.tpenedo.pt
Sandra Ventura
sandra.ventura@tpenedo.pt

Têxteis J. F. A. Almeida
Moréco-951

composition
Moréco Coat - 27% organic cotton 64% GRS cotton 9% GRS
polyester
Moréco Jumpsuit - 50% organic cotton 50% GRS cotton
weight (g/m2)
Moréco Coat – 460 gr/m2
Moréco Jumpsuit - 250 gr/m2
brief description
Moréco consists of two pieces, the coat and a jumpsuit. The coat
is developed by three-dimensional structures of terry, with a
composition of 27% organic cotton 64% GRS cotton 9% GRS
polyester. It is a boldly crafted article, as this type of article is
usually not developed with this type of structure. The jumsuit is
made of canvas with a composition of 50% organic cotton 50%
GRS cotton. Both items were ﬁnished with sustainable ﬁnishes
such as the new and innovative natural dye INFUSION developed
by JFA. It is a terry article made from cellulose, a natural and
organic ﬁber with a mixture of recyclable cotton. It is durable, easy
to work with and breathable. Its properties are unique, provided by
its dimensional stability and three-dimensional texture, which
allows obtaining unique articles of high quality. Made with yarn
360, consisting of an ecological part and a recycled part, which
contributed to sustainable development and a circular economy. It
is an article dyed using the Infusion process, a natural dye made
with tea leaf residues. Committed to offering an excellent product,
respecting the planet's resources, our process is natural, recycled
and ecologically correct. Made with a natural dye and with a low
water consumption, with a reduction in the amount of raw
materials used and the consumption of resources, from its origin
to its design, contributing to the 2030 SDG Agenda.
sustainability evidences
FIO 360 (yarn 50% organic cotton 50% GRS cotton and 70%
cotton GRS 30% polyester GRS) \ INFUSION (natural dye) \ GOTS
(organic cotton) \ GRS (cotton and polyester)
application ﬁeld
Home Textiles
designer
Tx. J. F. Almeida (Juliana Fernandes)

contacts
www.jfa.pt
Marco Barros
laboratoriocq@jfa.pt

Tintex Textiles, S.A.
5875M2875-AB/FD

composition
100% Ecoheather
weight (g/m2)
220 g/m2
brief description
Focusing on the no dyeing idea, yarn waste is upcycled - ECO
Heather yarn - to create a timeless article. This way we have a knit
with unique characteristics resulting from the combination of all
the different ﬁbers. The enhanced wellbeing performance is due
to Polygiene® STAY FRESH technology that covers odors caused
by bacteria, such as sweat odor, the use of Hydroperm® by
Archroma that improves moisture management.
company certiﬁcations
STeP by OEKO-TEX®, ISO 14001, ISO 9001; NP4457, BLUESIGN;
OEKO-TEX® Standard 100
sustainability evidences
OEKO-TEX® Standard 100
application ﬁeld
Fashion / Athleisure
designer
InSano - Santa Casa da Misericórdia de Cascais

contacts
www.tintextextiles.com/pt
Ana Eusébio
ana.eusebio@tintextextiles.com

Tintex Textiles, S.A.
5866ND01

composition
50% rCOT / 50% CO ORG
brief description
Interlock developed with a new yarn technology - Texloop®, an
innovative set of processing systems that converts pre and
post-consumer waste into recycled ﬁber. Combining this interlock
structure with 50%rCOT/50% CO ORG with our Natural Dyeing
technology - COLORAU®, a distinguished and innovative product
was obtained. Technologies applied to mimic the beauty and
uniqueness of nature.
company certiﬁcations
STeP by OEKO-TEX®, ISO 14001, ISO 9001; NP4457, BLUESIGN;
OEKO-TEX® Standard 100
application ﬁeld
Fashion / Athleisure
designer
Maria Gambina

contacts
www.tintextextiles.com/pt
Ana Eusébio
ana.eusebio@tintextextiles.com

TMG – Têxtil Manuel Gonçalves
Oxford 950-01 and Seersucker 474 Org

composition
100% Organic Cotton
weight (g/m2)
170 g/m2 / 150 g/m2
brief description
Light woven fabrics made of 100% organic cotton, GOTS certiﬁed.
This represents a better alternative to conventional cotton in
which concerns to use of pesticides in the farming stage. The use
of a mono ﬁber material facilitates to keep it in a circular circuit
when in the end of life in case of recycling.
company certiﬁcations
GOTS; OCS; GRS; RCS; OEKO-TEX® Standard 100, NP EN ISO
9001:2015; BCI member
sustainability evidences
CU832582GOTS
application ﬁeld
Fashion
designer
Francisco Calheiros

contacts
www.tmg.pt
Rita Ribeiro
ritar@tmg.pt

TMG – Têxtil Manuel Gonçalves
Sperrylite org.

composition
98% Organic Cotton; 2% Elastane
weight (g/m2)
315 g/m2
brief description
Twill fabric made of organic cotton, GOTS certiﬁed. This
represents a better alternative to conventional cotton in which
concerns to use of pesticides in the farming stage.The elastane
was used to improve comfort while thinking on the minimum %
needed to keep it in a circular circuit when in the end of life by
facilitating recycling.
company certiﬁcations
ISO 9001 / ISO 14001 / Oeko-Tex 100 / BCI / CmiA / European
Flax / GOTS / GRS / OCS / RCS
sustainability evidences
CU832582GOTS
application ﬁeld
Fashion
designer
Miguel Vieira

contacts
www.tmg.pt
Rita Ribeiro
ritar@tmg.pt

Troﬁcolor

S7(NONVER) | G1(NEIRA)

composition
NONVER: 0% Cotton (BCI) 25% Organic Cotton 25% Recycled
Pre-consumer Cotton
NEIRA: 80% Organic Cotton 20% Recycled Post-consumer Cotton
brief description
In addition to organic cotton produced without the use of
chemicals on the farm, this denim is composed of post-consumer
recycled cotton from used garments that re-enter the production
cycle, contributing to the circular economy and avoiding waste
and consequently atmospheric pollution. It is a highly resistant
and durable denim with a long life cycle, reducing overproduction
and its inherent consumption of water and energy.
company certiﬁcations
GOTS; OCS; GRS; RCS; OEKO-TEX® Standard 100 Class I and
Class II, NP EN ISO 9001:2015; BCI member
sustainability evidences
OCS (Organic Content Standard), GRS (Global Recycled Standard)
application ﬁeld
Fashion
designer
Ana Maricato

contacts
www.troﬁcolor.com
Vera Vieira
vera@troﬁcolor.com

Unifardas
ECO700

composition
TecaWork Ecogreen – 65% rPet 35% Tencel Lyocell ; Camellia
Seaqual – 70% Seaqual 30% Recycle Pes
weight (g/m2)
TecaWork Ecogreen – 225g/m2 ; Camellia Seaqual – 130/135
g/m2
brief description
For this project, we inspired ourselves to create a garment directly
linked with Unifardas' sustainable approach and ecodesign
product development’s guidelines, which are closely linked with
the iTechStlye Green Circle exhibition values. At Unifardas we are
extremely passioned in bringing workwear to our users’ daily life in
a sustainable way. Therefore, for this project, Unifardas product
development team inspired itself by combining two styles
(streetwear and workwear), focusing on textile waste and
sustainability. Designed for outdoor activities – waterproof
materials - we took the challenge of creating an uniform with a
simple, modern and comfortable design that would serve the
needs of various professional activities that carry out their work
outdoors.
company certiﬁcations
EN ISO 9001

https://youtu.be/30pqWUXSpL0
https://youtu.be/YCB3tseNnVo
https://youtu.be/Ywqb4gCnQhk
https://youtu.be/7x4lrppjECg

sustainability evidences
The coordinate consists of a windbreaker and pants,
manufactured with high quality sustainable fabrics. The pattern
and design were thought to promote extreme efﬁciency and
resource utilization thus reducing textile waste in one of the initial
stages of the manufacturing value chain. By promoting this
approach, we are looking for inspire other textile companies to
rethink their product design, and encourage the usage of the
fabrics in full.
application ﬁeld
Urban wear; Outdoor activities; Waterproof
designer
by Unifardas Product development team
contacts
www.unifardas.pt
Tatiana Ribeiro
design@unifardas.pt

